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 Frame: 50 x 100mm heavy-gauge flat oval steel tubing. 

 Finish: High Quality electrostatic powder coat finish. A standard two-coat powder coating that’s highly resistant to chips and 

scratches. Pickling phosphating derusting 

 Adjustments: Intuitive color coded and spring loaded push-pull pins. 

 Cushions: Durable high density cushion covered in stitched vinyl. 

 Grips: Non-absorbing PVC compound retained with aluminum collars. 

 Frame Protection: Heavy-duty molded PVC foot guards, non-slip contact with the floor and protect flooring surfaces from damage. 

 Weight Selectors: Magnetic color coded pin with Coiled lanyard. 

 Force transmission: 5mm coated steel cables provide smooth, secure performance. Glass-fiber-reinforced nylon pulleys with deep 

V-groove provide secure cable seating and fluid bearing rotation. 

 Seat adjustment: Quick release seat adjustment levers and numbered positions enable easy position adjustments. Seat adjustment 

levers are color coded for quick identification. 

 Tower: Full-length front and rear shrouds keep hands and dirt out of the weight stack area. Convenient integrated trays for storage 

of water bottles and accessories. Towel holders located on the upright frame. 

 Exercise Placards: Conveniently be viewed from a seated position, offer a quick reference to targeted muscle groups and proper 

machine use. 

Features 
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 Articulating adjustable arms allow for dual exercises: : 

Pectoral Fly and Rear Deltoid.  

 Iso-lateral movement allows for equal strength development 

of both sides of the body.  

 Dual hand grips to accommodate varying user sizes and 

allow workout variety.  

 Chest and back support stabilizes the body during exercise.  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) : 1310*1296*2020mm 

 Weight  Stack: Standard 100 kgs 
 

PEC FLY/REAR DELT 

F-W-F-DENNY-003 
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 Multi-position hand grips to accommodate varying user sizes 

and allow workout variety.  

 A direct smooth feel with low starting weight is achieved 

through the use of counterbalanced arms.  

 An adjustable seat pad for desired start position and proper 

form.  

Function 

Specification 
 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) : 1415*1335*1545mm 
 Weight Stack: Standard 100 kgs 

SHOULDER PRESS 

F-W-F-DENNY-004 
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 Achieves the movement of chest press, incline press and 

shoulder raise. 

 User can set up personal settings and adjust training 

position to effectively train chest muscles and arms through 

pushing handle grips. 

 Dual hand gripes accommodate different user. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1481*1450*1545mm 
 Weight Stack: Standard 100 kgs 

MULTI PRESS 

F-W-F-DENNY-006 
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 Multi-position auto-adjust hand grips to accommodate 

varying user sizes and allow workout variety.  

 Walk-through design for easy entry and exit. 

 A direct smooth feel is achieved through the use of 

counterbalanced arms.  

 Ergonomically designed arm rest for maximum support and 

comfort, adjustable seat for proper exercise height. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1181*1119*1545mm 
 Weight Stack: Standard 100 kgs 

BICEPS CURL 

F-W-F-DENNY-007 
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 Angled back pads for full muscular contraction and  comfort; 

 Self-aligning handles adjust to accommodate users of all 

sizes. 

 Action specific grips provide greater comfort and minimal 

point pressure.  

 Seat and handle positions designed for greater user stability.  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1355*1062*1620mm 
 Weight Stack: Standard 100 kgs 

ABDOMINALS 

F-W-F-DENNY-014 
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 Swiveling thigh pads and range of motion control allow for 

dual exercises: Abductor and Adductor 

 The tower facing design allows for privacy and weight stack 

selection from the comfortable reclined seated position.  

 Multiple start positions allow pre-stretch and desired range 

of motion. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1668*1045*1545mm 

 Weight  Stack: Standard 100 kgs 

HIP ABDUCTION/ADDUCTION 

F-W-F-DENNY-020 
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Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :3350*5518*2372mm 

 Weight  Stack: Standard 100 kgs x 5 

5 STACK MULTI-STATION 

 Customizable modular system offers the flexibility to choose 

your exercise stations and positioning to suit your facility. 

 Swivel handles provide multi-directional, free and natural 

movements. 

 Standard with full length protective steel weight shrouds 

with integrated exercise placards.  

 Column adjusts to provide exercise variety with multi 

positions 

 Handrail for adaptability to more exercise. 

RA023+OPT+RA024 
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LEG PRERSS 

 Frame: 50 x 100mm heavy-gauge rectangle tubing. 
 Finish: High Quality electrostatic powder coat finish. A standard two-

coat powder coating that’s highly resistant to chips and scratches. 
 Adjustments: Intuitive color coded and spring loaded pull-pin. 
 Cushions: Durable high density cushion covered in stitched vinyl. 
 Grips: Non-absorbing PVC compound retained with aluminum collars. 

Features 

 Easy-to-use racking mechanism. 
 Linear bearings for smooth feel and function. 
 Integrated weight-storage horns hold multiple weight-plate sizes. 
 Multi-position adjustable backrest. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :2187*1618*1370MM 

F-W-F-DENNY-L-003 
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VERTICAL KNEE RAISE 

 Frame: 50 x 100mm heavy-gauge rectangle tubing. 
 Finish: High Quality electrostatic powder coat finish. A standard two-

coat powder coating that’s highly resistant to chips and scratches. 
 Adjustments: Intuitive color coded and spring loaded pull-pin. 
 Cushions: Durable high density cushion covered in stitched vinyl. 
 Grips: Non-absorbing PVC compound retained with aluminum collars. 

Features 

 Reclined position and angled elbow rest provides secure position. 
 Step-up for easy entry/exit. 
 Dual grip positions accommodate user size and provide for greater 

variety of movements. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1293*794*1705MM 

F-W-F-DENNY-L-007 
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MULTI-ADJUSTABLE BENCH 

 Frame: 50 x 100mm heavy-gauge rectangle tubing. 
 Finish: High Quality electrostatic powder coat finish. A standard two-

coat powder coating that’s highly resistant to chips and scratches. 
 Adjustments: Intuitive color coded and spring loaded pull-pin. 
 Cushions: Durable high density cushion covered in stitched vinyl. 
 Grips: Non-absorbing PVC compound retained with aluminum collars. 

Features 

 4 seat pad positions and 9 back pad  positions for precise positioning. 
 The seat pad adjusts from 0 to 18 degrees, while back pad adjusts 

from 0 to 75 degrees.  
 Rubber feet for floor protection  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1175*775*1137MM 

F-W-F-DENNY-L-008 
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MULTI AB BENCH 

 Frame: 50 x 100mm heavy-gauge rectangle tubing. 
 Finish: High Quality electrostatic powder coat finish. A standard two-

coat powder coating that’s highly resistant to chips and scratches. 
 Adjustments: Intuitive color coded and spring loaded pull-pin. 
 Cushions: Durable high density cushion covered in stitched vinyl. 
 Grips: Non-absorbing PVC compound retained with aluminum collars. 

Features 

 Back support pivot into 8 different positions from 10 to -25 degree 
 Elevated knee position reduces low-back stress 
 Split-pad design holds any size user in proper position 
 Handle is mounted on rollers for easy exit 
 Cushions thickness 70 mm 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1700*775*895mm 
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Main Steel Tubes of F-W-F-DENNY 
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 - Selectorized Series (Pin loaded weight) 
Upright flat tube size: 75mm*130mm*3mm (thickness) 
Main Frame flat tube: 50mm*100mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
Moving Arm round tube: 60*2.5mm (thickness) 
The upright tube of cable jungle: 95mm*2.5mm (thickness) 

 - Plate loaded Series 
Moving Arm: 76mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
Main Frame: 50mm*100mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
Base frame: 60mm*120mm*3mm (thickness) 
Power Rack: 50.8mm*76.2mm (thickness) 

 - Free Weight Series  
Main frame: 50mm*100mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
RR011,RR013 round tube: 95mm*2.5mm (thickness) 



Main Steel Tubes of F-W-F-DENNY 

 Selectorized Series 
 Upright flat tube size: 75mm*130mm*3mm (thickness) 
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Main Steel Tubes of F-W-F-DENNY 
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CONTACT: WORLD FITNESS CO., LTD 
Mobile Italy - WhatsApp: 0039-3317847076 
Mobile China – WhatsApp- Wechat:0086-15968224046  
Skipe: the.freeway 
Site Web:  www.thefreeway.it 
E-mail: thefreeway@live.it 

http://www.thefreeway.it/
mailto:thefreeway@live.it

